The sky is full of many things - birds, planes, stars, clouds, and insects. How many different categories of things can you find? Try recording how many different things you find in the sky each day for a week.

A single object can have many different shapes. A round plastic tub may look like a rectangle from the side. A square blanket can be rolled into a ball. How many shape shifters can you find?

Numbers can be used for many things, not just for counting. Try playing with numbers to describe different feelings. For example, “I’m feeling a ‘one’ (sad) today,” or “I’m feeling a ‘100′ (happy).”

Look at a map together and talk about the shapes and patterns you see. What do the shapes and patterns represent? How does your home look from above verses from the street? How about a bus? The park?

Use your own body to estimate and compare lengths and distances. Try having your child reach their arms out wide, and then find other things in your house that are that wide - a favorite chair? A doorway? The TV?